Abstract A list of puzzles regarding GRBs and SGRs are unanswered by Fireball (even milli-steradiant beamed) explosive and Magnetar spherical one-shoot models. The early GRB 980425 and the last GRB060218 are the most emblematic GRBs out of the tune of any Fireball cone models. We believe that only a persistent, thin (even less than micro steradiant) precessing and spinning gamma jet that is at peak activity with the same SN power, whose beam is extremely narrow while decaying in long life (time scales of few hours and decaying years) is the main answer. The late relic GRB-SN neutron star, an X-ray pulsar jet, its spinning and precessing lepton-gamma jet are the candidate blazing sources (once on-line to our sight) as anomalous X-ray Pulsars (AXRPs) and Soft Gamma-Ray Repeaters (SGRs), often within earlier supernova remnants. The side view of these precessing jet are like SS433 and micro-quasars jet trace. These late (weeks-months) GRB blazing jets are seldom orphan of their bright OT, contrary to most rarer SN-GRB contemporaneous peak events; the last peculiar GRB060218 blazing occurred just within its SN2006aj and the smooth (because off-axis) and soft GRB-X detection is ruled by outer jet component and large impact angle view. We foresaw 10 a chain of OT and radio bumps and possible rebrightening as is taking place, in analogy to the third nearest GRB030329- 
far from the dense SN star (or a Neutron Star magnetic fields). The electron pairs escape the dense SN or NS nebulae mainly thanks to primary courier, the energetic and penetrating PeVs muon pairs. These transparent lepton progenitors are able to better escape the Supernova shells matter and photon opacity decaying far away in to electron pairs (and gamma) and neutrinos. The mysterious GRBs (and SGRs) are not the most explosive event of the Universe, but just the most beamed ones.
INTRODUCTION: GRB-SGR OPEN QUESTIONS
Why GRBs are so spread in their total energy, (above 6 order of magnitude) in their peak and recent GRB060218 at z=0.03), roughly below a part of a million of our whole cosmic volume, at least these two nearby events? Most GRBs should sit on far, z ≥ 1, wider cosmic edges (see ref. 7). Why these two nearby are so much under-luminous GRB (see 7)?
Why they are so slow? Why their later afterglows well followed in details exhibit so many bumps and re-brightening as the celebrated third nearest GRB030329? Why many GRB curve show non-monotonic one-shoot explosive decay, but on the contrary they often exhibit see ref. As we concluded the thin gamma precessing jet is indeed made on by a chain of primary process (PeVs muon pairs bundle decaying in outer space as electrons and these ones radiating by synchrotron radiation ), calling for an inner Ultra-relativistic jet inside the source.
BLAZING PRECESSING JETS IN GRBS AND SGRS
The huge GRBs luminosity may be due to high collimated and aligned blazing jet powered by a Supernova output; the gamma jet is made by relativistic synchrotron radiation (or I.C) and the inner the jet the harder and the denser is its output. The harder the photon energy by the showering, the thinner the jet cone ∆θ
The thin solid angle explains the rare SN-GRB connection (while on the line of sight) and for instance the apparent GRB 990123 extraordinary power (billions of Supernova luminosity). This also explain the rarer, because nearer, GRB-SN event as the April 1998 one or GRB060218, whose jet was much off axis 300 · γ −1 , a few degree,(increasing its probability detection by roughly a hundred thousand times) , but whose GRB luminosity was exactly for the same reasons extremely low. This beaming selection in wider cosmic volumes explains the puzzling evidence (the Amati-Ghisellina law) of harder and apparently powerful GRBs at larger and larger distances. The statistical selection favorite (in wider volumes and by a wider sample of SN-GRB-jet) the harder and more on line events. A huge unobserved population of far off axis SN-GRB are below the detection thresholds. This Amati "law" is for any isotropic Fireball explosion unexplained and contrary to the opposite cosmic trend required by the Hubble-Friedmann law: the further the distances, the larger the redshifts and the softer the expected GRB event, the smoother the time lag profile. Naturally most far event at largest red-shift may compensate duration with time doppler shift. In our opinion to make GRB-SN in nearly In our model, the temporal evolution of the angle between the jet direction and the rotational axis of the NS can be expressed as θ 1 (t) = θ 2 x + θ 2 y , where
Where γ is the Lorentz factor of the relativistic particles of the jet.See Table I and Fig.1 and Fig.2 . See also earlier presentation (Fargion 1999 and Fargion 2003) .
The simplest way to produce the γ emission would be by ICS of GeVs electron pairs onto thermal infra-red photons. However also electromagnetic showering of PeV Table 1 The parameters adopted for the jet model represented in Fig. 2 electron pairs by synchrotron emission in galactic fields, (e ± from muon decay) may be the progenitor of the γ blazing jet. The same progenitors muons showering may occur in GRB. In particular, PeVs or more energetic muon bundles have the advantage to avoid the opacity of the star and escape the dense GRB-SN-isotropic radiation field (Fargion,Grossi 2005) . However most of these IC PeVs showering in GRB-SN scenario degrades the electrons to tens GeVs energy leading to final γ jet by ICS. Here we propose also that the emission of SGRs is due to a primary hadronic jet producing ultra relativistic The Jet cone spread, while precessing, lead to blazing variability mostly dominated by tiny angle bending of the jet. The jet inner structure is made by gamma radiation cones dressed in an onion like fashion, the inner ruled by higher energy electron pairs and harder spectra, the external ones dominated by lower energy jet lepton radiation. The jet transverse section appear as a concentric multi-circle areas , the harder and the most intense in the center reflecting the higher energy boosted electron pairs. The concentric shape of this ideal jet is deformed while turning and rotating in angular precession, due to the different "inertia" of the electron Jet components: the inner hard core remains on line while the softer external cones, and rings, are coming later as a tail, in some analogy to the well known Doppler ring structure. The output power may range above ≃ 10 8 explaining the extreme low observed output in GRB980425, off-axis event, the long late off-axis gamma tail by GRB060218, respect to the on-line collimated most far GRB990123 (and other far ones as GRB050904). The Amati relation is not a physical law, but just a bias statistical rule that select the most far events (most larger volume and largest GRB sample active jet population) at largest red-shift as the ones at peak activity at best collimation, while gamma detectors may capture signals by more and more off-axis nearest sources in local universe or in our galaxy. The last GRB060218
following the Amati relation is very off axis and would not be easily observed at large redshifts; there is un undetected huge rate (few each second) of under-luminous (five or six order of magnitude less energetic) off-axis GRB in the Universe mixed up with unnoticed lower power extragalactic SGRs. XRFs are Short GRB (as GRB050709) are just the late stage between GRB toward SGR. XRF are off-axis events. We expect that the bumpy GRB060218 will rebright possibly in all wavelenght (the longer the wave, the wider its cone, the late and the early its blazing flash) as well by latest delayed radio bumps. SGR1806-20 is an active jet whose beaming is rarely on line. Its precessing jet cone is sometime blazing Earth. In our galaxy there are hundreds of such precessing jets almost mix up between AXRPs and SGRs; most of them have a jet cone not pointing to 
